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CHAPTER 4

Lightning on the Eastern Seaboard:
October 4th Organization and White Lightning
Working class communities have been slow to anger, but we're angry
now. . . . We've beenslow to take to the streets, but we're learning from
our Black sisters and brothers. Kensington [Philadelphia] today is like
a time bomb. And if yourefuse to hear the ticking, you'll have to hear
the explosion.
—October 4th Organization, Philadelphia, 1972

r r he Sixties were a shockingly violent decade for activists in the
United States, yet it was the Seventies that ushered in a deeper
systematic retaliation against civil rights and social justice. I t was
a sobering decade. Twenty-five years after World War I I boosted
the nation's economy, the post-war decline of manufacturing jobs
coupled with urban planning disasters and depopulation, blighted
northern cities. Urban centers experienced a spiral of disinvestment
as suburban sprawl continued drawing wealth away from the city
Businesses buckled and northern factories scurried south in search of
cheaper labor. In 1973 the rising cost of oil spiked the U.S. trade deficit and consumer prices rose to the highest point since the end of the
Korean War. By 1974 more than 7 percent of the nation's workforce
was unemployed. Black workers were hardest hit with unemployment levels surging to 15 percent. Even workers who had enjoyed
a degree o f security in the past were in an unfamiliar position—
uncertain where the next paycheck would come from and in danger
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of losing their homes. Once comfortably blue collar neighborhoods
like Chicago's Southwest Side, Philadelphia's Kensington, and New
York's Mott Haven section of the Bronx started to show more obvious signs of decline: adults milling around at midday, boarded up
row homes and tenements, shuttered factories, mysterious fires and
block after block of abandoned cars. It was exactly the economic crisis Students for a Democratic Society had predicted when it founded
Jobs or Income Now; it just peaked ten years behind schedule. Just
as SDS leaders Tom Hayden and Carl Whitman warned in "An
Interracial Movement of the Poor," the document laying out the
vision for projects like JOIN, it would take strong, permanent bases
of unity among white workers and workers of color to curb rising
fear that racial equity came at their own expense.
Progressive organizers faced a different terrain than the one they
had seen in the radical Sixties. I t was shaped, among other things,
by severe economic recession, the splintering of New Left community organizations and mounting right-wing backlash. An overall
job shortage combined with white workers' perception of favoritism
toward workers of color created the conditions for resentment. In
1971 new affirmative action policies fueled this fire as Nixon's Labor
Department passed legislation to correct the "underutilization" of
minorities in federal contracting.' Politicians looking to fortifir a
conservative "law and order" agenda fomented white chauvinism
for their own gain by exploiting people's fear of economic insecurity.
They were part of a New Right taking shape in the United States.
Broadly defined this movement included traditional Republicans,
libertarians and conservative Democrats among its foot soldiers.'
The New Right's ascendance began in the final days o f the
McCarthy Era as politicians and pundits saw new ways to consolidate right-wing political influence in the United States. At first the
movement argued for an alternative to economically conservative,
but socially liberal, northern Republicanism by returning to the
fervent states' rights and anti-interventionist foreign policy outlook once found in the Grand Old Party. At a glance, this movement resembled a discordant collection of organizations with little
else in common. Soon, the emerging New Right made sense of its
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patchwork by articulating a cogent criticism of New Deal-era social
welfare, government bureaucracy, communism and civil rights,
The New Right fostered an ethnocentric nationalism and began..
harnessing social anxieties about the emerging countercultures of
beatniks, student leftists and organized people of color.3
In the late Fifties, economic conservati,ves such as William F.
Buckley and the intellectuals surrounding the National Review magazine vocally embraced racism, arguing that white southerners had
the right to forcibly resist integration because whites represented the
era's advanced race (though Buckley later changed his tune). As the
movement grew, Barry Goldwater's 1964 campaign for president
pushed a platform o f states' rights and shrinking federal government. He and other New Right politicians rejected Lyndon Johnson's Great Society and any efforts to expand social welfare. When
Goldwater lost, his suPporters turned inward and spent the better
part of a decade perfecting their strategies. At the end of the Sixties
the spinal column of the Democratic Party was forcefully realigned
as the Dixiecrats fled the party and joined the Republicans. By the
start of the Seventies, the U.S. looked more conservative than the
post-war social order Sixties activists had rebelled against.
On the East Coast, two groups inspired by Chicago's Rising Up
Angry emerged to harness the era's revolutionary aspirations and
address the unique conditions of their working-class neighborhoods.
Philadelphia's October 4th Organization ( 0 4 0 ) and New York's
White Lightning each played David to the Goliath o f organized
political backlash and economic decline. In Philadelphia, Goliath
was cop-turned-mayor Frank Rizzo, who harvested the anxieties of
Italian, Irish, Polish and Greek communities to secure his throne at
City Hall. "Tough on crime" barely described a mayor wielding the
police force as shock troops against neighborhoods of color and the
Left. For Rizzo the mounting financial crisis provided an opportunity for fearmongering, but industrial collapse and a widening
wealth gap proved a Goliath of its own for Philadelphia residents.
In the Bronx, White Lightning faced off against the behemoth
of New York's Rockefeller Drug Laws, named after then-Governor
Nelson Rockefeller. Among other changes, the laws spelled major
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Founded in 1971 by a small group of workin
students, October 4th Organization took its

•prison sentences for minor possession. Rock
minimums" marked a decisive early battle i
The state spent more than $76 million lockin
offenses between 1973 and 1976 alone, ignor
drug use actually increased during the sam
Latinos composed mote than 90 percent of
the next two decades and incarceration rates
•els. As New York went, so went the nation. St
Rockefeller's harsh punishments for nonviol
U.S. prison population more than doubled
ensuing two decades it quadrupled.4 Implicit
fight against harsh drug penalties, though, w
work in their communities: addiction.
0 4 0 and White Lightning had chose
Rizzo and Rockefeller emerged as just two fig
for the New Right's dance to power. They
from both sides of the political aisle. Rizzo, a
refined the language of white ethnic resentm
special hatred for the radical Left. Rockefeller
a liberal by GOP standards, drafted the blue
warehousing of the poor, especially Black a
drug users. And yet 0 4 0 and White Light
weaken a particular opponent, but from the
revolutionary moment: the belief that soci
not only necessary, but also possible. For t
Seventies, October 4th Organization and
on the progressive traditions in Kensington
JOIN, the Young Patriots and Rising Up An
but notable cadre of white radicals by provid
services and organizing against racist policy, t
and the seemingly endless war in Vietnam.
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during the American War of Independence. On October 4, 1779,
a throng of Philadelphians stormed the warehouses of merchants
and businessmen that hoarded food and clothing in order to inflate
prices. The original 040ers seized supplies and redistributed them
to the hungry.' The new 040 took this example as an inspiration.
With an aim to "unite the people against big businessmen, merchants and politicians," the group's program reflected a spirited
progressive populism and the "rising dynamism" of the revolutionary moment.6 In this moment few organizations felt like a lone
David facing off against Goliath. They had the power of numbers,
moral purpose and optimism on their side.
Founding member Marilyn Buggey had grown up poor in
Philly's Germantown neighborhood. As a teenager, her father
would remove the light bulb from her room so that she couldn't
study, insisting she work rather than go to school. The family needed
the money, but she eventually got herself into Temple University
and left home. Her fiancé, Jack Whalen, drove a cab for a living. In
a short amount of time he had gone from a quiet adolescence in
Union, New Jersey, to become a student activist at La Salle University. He might have preferred to stick with his original interests—
baseball, girls and playing drums in a rock band—but politics
found him. La Salle required students to complete Army ROTC
coursework in order to graduate. With a moderately sized anti-war
contingent, campus activists protested the requirements and won.
Tame compared to the demonstrations that year at Columbia University, the La Salle. campaign nonetheless garnered two thousand
signatures on a petition and culminated with a 250-person sit-in,
which ended compulsory ROTC. Their victory opened a floodgate
for on-campus political activity/ Yet Buggey and Whalen grew frustrated with the insularity of campus activism. Both dropped out of
college and moved to the Kensington neighborhood to live near
the headquarters of the Free Press movement newspaper. There
they met Robert Barrow,8 Dan Sidoric.k, Chris Robinson and several others who became the nucleus of 040. The organization provided a refuge for radicals alienated from the middle-class student
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movement. 0 4 0 activists shared the belief tha
. the student Left was divorced from the realities
At Goldman Paper Company in the Kensin
of Philadelphia these harsh realities were visible
dustrializatión had taken a heavy toll in Kensin
workers were laid off with just three days' notic
threatened remaining workers with terminati
days and harassed them into surrendering vac
further layoffs. Instructed to operate large she
alone, workers were told to ignore the danger
The United Paperworkers International Unio
ginally helpful, so Goldman workers like Dan
nizing Kensington's at-risk and unemployed
banner of October 4th Organization. They h
from everyone. Out-of-work men were bein
Navy recruiters. Up until the Vietnam War e
the military remained the best bet for a steady
hadn't already been drafted. Women were to
work or low-wage clerical jobs, as if the pay an
jobs made up for the lost factory work some h
In response workers rallied outside the unemp
and Olney just about every week demanding,
or Income Now."
With this early action, 040 set itself apart f
nizations by uniquely combining labor activi
based organizing. In Kensington there was n
Originally founded as an industrial township,
borders of Philadelphia, Kensington was firs
German, Irish and Scots immigrants. The p
during the twentieth century with new arriva
and Eastern Europe, including a substantial n
Journalist Peter Binzen's description of the n
reads a lot like Harper's sensational portrait o
ton's air is polluted, its streets and sidewalks
crime rate rising, its industry languishing," he
Binzen, bars and dingy row houses provided
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youths hanging out on street corners, ready for trouble. Fabric mills
and machine factories spanned the skyline. Many were boarded up.
While an accurate description of some blocks, most were lined with
small, tidy row houses with postage-stamp front yards, well kept by
renters or owners who had been there for generations.
When it came to the city elite's portrayal of the neighborhood,
Binzen's choice of chapter title in his book Whitetown USA captured the sentiment: "Kensington Against the World." In reality,
neighborhood politics were more complex and 040's founders
knew that the real Kensington belied simplified media reports of
a downtrodden neighborhood filled with proud and hardened racists. The right-wing hoodlums, cops and a few reactionary groups
were always there and racial conflicts did occur, but 040's work
proved many more residents opposed these extremists than supported them. When a gr6up of neighborhood troublemakers broke•
into a Puerto Rican family's home and started trashing it, dozens
of neighbors filed into the house and stopped the assault. The cops
drove by while it was happening, yet did nothing to intervene. It
was practically policy for police to let such racial skirmishes play
themselves out.
• B e y o n d a local neo-Nazi and some diehard George Wallace
supporters, it was Frank Rizzo who served as the city's most visible architect of this racial antagonism. The Philadelphia police followed Rizzo's lead and Rizzo made no secret of his support for
white ethnics "protecting" their neighborhoods. Rizzo wasn't brilliant or even that charismatic, but his control over the city showed
a skilled hand in machine politics. Rizzo was born in an Italian
enclave of South Philadelphia and joined the police force in the
Forties. For decades the city's Italian American workers held some
of the lowest paying jobs the city had to offer. Italian immigration to Philadelphia picked up in the late 1800s when Congress
passed laws allowing the importation of cheap labor, mostly into
the country's low-wage manufacturing sector. To survive, most
new Italian immigrants relied on padrones in order to find work
and housing—an arrangement resembling part indentured servitude and part ward politics. The padrone system fit Rizzo's style
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of governance perfectly and helped secure his
department. Granting favors and exacting trib
the image of a strong father figure who had
his own Italian bootstraps. His campaign me
of European immigrants who arrived with litt
virtues of hard work and discipline, built a we
The New Right found an unlikely partn
Rizzo, but he proved himself a Worthy tribun
Democrat he resembled more the total-domin
politics embodied by Louisiana Governor Hue
ple feu-based racism of George Wallace. In 1
of raids on Philadelphia's growing bohemia
While the department pointed the finger at be
the raids were a pretext for anti-gay harass
one raid by saying that a young girl told them
to meet lesbians. As one journalist put it, "
als, phonies, fags, ultraliberals, lefties and bu
dictates that he must save his city from the sh
politics or culture spread like dandruff."i°
It was clear he planned to disembowel the
fears about civil rights and the city's growi
In 1967 he was promoted to police commis
his way to City Hall. As an Italian-American,
kind of coup at a time when Philadelphia's I
the department and anti-Italian bigotry ran hi
terred though, and political events provided
a tough Italian policeman looking to bolst
November 1967 Philadelphia police beat up
of Black high school students during a dem
Black history classes and school improvement
lowing Commissioner Rizzo's direct orders af
their black asses!"
The following year, in the wake of Mar
assassination, riots erupted in a hundred U.S.
blocks to the ground. Philadelphia escaped
attributed by many to Rizzo's use of mobile b
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hundreds of officers to trouble spots. Only four years earlier, Nor
Philly had erupted into an infamous riot after police arrested a Black
couple for illegal parking. Damages were estimated at $2 million.
This time, however, Rizzo was in charge. Large showings of police
force shored up Rizzo's image as a man who could keep the rabble
in line. Rizzo was also skilled at conflating the Black communities' spontaneous outrage with organized civil rights actions. He
laid the groundwork for his mayoral campaign by convincing white
voters that the civil rights movement's real goals were specious and
violent. Rizzo even had a group of hardcore Black supporters who
he bonded with over their mutual hatred of radical dissidents (and
a well-known policy of generous patronage). By the time he captured the mayoral seat, however, he minced few words about his
plans for rebels, anti-policg demonstrators and Blacks. In one of his
more notorious statements, he bragged to a reporter, " I ' m going
to make Attila the Hun look like a faggot."1I
As a new generation of rebels came of age in the City of Brotherly Love, Rizzo became notorious for his crackdowns on the Black
Power movement and the New Left. I n September 1969 police
raided the Black Panthers' North Philly headquarters under the
pretense of a fugitive search. A few months later, several Panthers
were arrested on firearms charges, all of which were later dropped.
In August of that year, Rizzo directed another raid on the Panther
offices after unidentified Black men allegedly shot two police officers. He forced the Panthers to strip naked and invited the press
to photograph them." With the Panther leaders in jail, police gutted their offices seizing furniture, clothing, records and equipment.
Word of Rizzo's brute force spread quickly in the Black community
and across Philadelphia's Left. His efforts at intimidation backfired
as hundreds of North Philly residents showed up to join the Panthers and rebuild their office before arrested leaders even got out of
jail. In each incident Rizzo sharpened his use of the media to drive
home the message that liberal dissidents would be punished. He
revealed in graphic detail what he thought the government should
do with the Panthers. " I don't know why we let idiots like them
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survive. Maybe the laws have to be changed. . . . T
in the dark. They should be strung up. . . . I mean
By all accounts Rizzo relished his shock value
did some voters. In 1971, Rizzo became the first I
mayor of Philadelphia. He was voted in by white w
dents in South Philly, Kensington, Fishtown, Fra
Richmond. An estimated 20,000 Republican voter
affiliation to the Democrats in order to vote for
mary, helping him win the mayoral seat by a 50,0
His victory reflected the ambitions of many whit
who faced some of the toughest times seen since
It also symbolized the apex of a decades-long pr
American assimilation into the city's power structu
Assimilation or not, Rizzo capitalized on the
white ethnic groups who had arrived in a melting
guishable whiteness were eager to reclaim their im
traditions. Groups like 0 4 0 and White Lightning
importance o f these identities, as well, and encou
to explore the cultural traditions and progressive
ancestors. However, Rizzo fortified a conservativ
ethnic chauvinism and deployed it toward a fine-t
resentment and discrimination. As the economy
severe recession, white workers and immigrants w
from poverty to a semblance of security felt in a pre
The real Philadelphia, Rizzo claimed, was threaten
intermarriage and suburbanization. The noble wo
had built the city (by which he meant only Europ
needed t o shore up "defenses." Philadelphia's
fallen below two million people as middle-class
the suburbs. Those who remained were anxious a
job competition with the factories dosing down.
competition came from Black workers who had mo
ing for work and, to a smaller extent, new comm
Ricans, Chinese and Cambodian immigrants.
whites left for Bucks, Chester and Montgomery
the Fifties and Sixties, the Black population in P
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than doubled. With it grew resentment from the city's remaining
white elite and some white working-class residents who couldn't
afford the train to the suburbs.
Despite the relative insularity of the neighborhood, many of
040's members already had close relationships with Black and,
Latino Philadelphians. In some cases they went to school together
and often they worked together. 0 4 0 member Sue Milligan14 got
a job in an insurance firm after high school where she worked with
many Black women. She related to these women as friends and
coworkers, hanging out after work and partying together along
with several of her friends from Kensington. Before Milligan ever
heard about 0 4 0 , those relationships catalyzed her political awareness. One o f her good friends had recently gotten involved with
the Black Muslim movement and admired Malcolm X. Milligan
had only ever heard about Malcolm X's "white devils" comments,
so she worried what this might mean for theft friendship. Malcolm
had changed his thinking, her friend explained. He opened to the
possibility of working with whites and in 1965 he had outlined a
model for multiracial alliances similar to the one SNCC and the
Panthers adopted. This inspired Milligan. Malcolm X had seen the
same deep connections between race and class oppression that she
was starting to see. Milligan began reading more and having discussions with her Black friends about institutionalized racism. She
didn't join 0 4 0 immediately but once she did Milligan joined the
Women's Committee and started attending the group's education
sessions. Like most other radical groups at the time, 0 4 0 members
read and discussed Marx, Engels, Mao, Che, emerging feminist
theory and literature from the era's current political movements.
In practice, both Milligan's personal relationships and 0 4 0 played
equally important roles in her political education. Each helped her
develop the deeper values that turned her into a lifelong organizer.
040's unique labor—community organizing model spoke to
Milligan as well. 0 4 0 organized in both workplaces and the surrounding neighborhood from its inception. While some leftists
debated whether workplaces made better sites for mass m0bi1i7adon than neighborhoods, which usually lack a single unifying issue,
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During its early days 0 4 0 ' s leaders looked ar
that could jump-start the organization, expose
people. Rizzo's regime had well-known outpost
hood, including social service providers like the
ment. These outposts provided both obstacle an
0 4 0 . Founded in 1893 to provide social service
hood's mill workers, the Lighthouse of the Seve
reational and social services to the majority-whi
of Kensington and Fishtown despite sitting wit

0 4 0 "didn't have the luxury of choosing one
Milligan put it. In neighborhoods like Kensingt
shops and factories sat interspersed with narro
workplace and the community were inseparabl
other neighborhood-focused groups like JOI
Angry, or even the Revolutionary Youth Movem
out of SDS and focused solely on factory organi
out a unique position by organizing where they
they worked.
0 4 0 ' s Chris Robinson grew up in the then
semi-rural Fox Chase section of Philadelphia. Af
he joined Revolutionary Youth Movement II in
workers, but through 0 4 0 he found Kensingto
both worlds. 0 4 0 activists made sure their neigh
the city's history of multiracial women's organizi
Italian and Black garment workers in the 1920s.
cal and moral pole for Kensington to continue in
hundreds joined the cause, as neighbors and w
always the group's starting point, and addressin
ply part and parcel of fighting capitalism. For 04
this approach meant organizing his coworkers a
Company against layoffs and dangerous working
and his neighbors against police brutality, the wa
by night.
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North Philadelphia's Black and Puerto Rican communities. When
the Black Panthers and Young Lords campaigned to start a free
breakfast program at the Lighthouse, a powerful group o f white
residents called the Committee of 11 rallied to stop the program
and the distribution of leftist newspapers like the Free Press, which
Rizzo had declared "even more dangerous than the Panthers." Several members of the board expressed interest in change but none
wanted to anger Rizzo or alienate those white residents who were
protesting loudly about racial mixing in the neighborhood. The
board decided to create a separate division to "service" Black and
Puerto Rican residents, which meant de facto segregation from the
other programs. The group decided to go on the offensive with a
campaign to democratize the Lighthouse Settlement.
After surveying residents, 0 4 0 found that a good number
of people opposed the' racial bias o f their more vocal neighbors.
However, most feared losing their jobs or facing other retaliation if
they spoke up. They also weren't too pleased that the Lighthouse
barred young women from joining sports leagues. Working with
local activists of color, 0 4 0 issued a set of demands to the Lighthouse that included ending discrimination, diversifying its board
and creating a sports program for girls. They kept up pressure as
well to set up community-sponsored events like free concerts in
Lighthouse Field. When their demands were denied, they placed a
band and a generator on a flatbed truck and led a march through
Kensington. Three hundred residents joined them in the pouring
rain. The action yielded no immediate changes, but it gave 0 4 0 a
chance to test its mettle and identify neighbors sympathetic to their
cause. With its base o f support secure 0 4 0 started both a jobs
project and a community school, but it was in confronting police
brutality that the group really earned its street credentials.
Throughout surrounding neighborhoods 0 4 0 started distributing pocket-sized cards for the People's Bail Project including
information about individuals' rights during arrest, booking and
trial. Leaders recognized the effort as critical to build unity among
working-class neighborhoods across the city. The cards provided an
opportunity to talk directly with white residents, reminding them
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that police harassment was something all worki
in common. On an individual basis, this und
basic tactic. Rizzo was relying on fear and the
simple explanations: crime in Philadelphia wa
the city's Black population.15 White residents
conclusions about cause and effect. Rizzo ma
Control the rising Black population, show th
diem up and throw away the key. Such logic a
ties to assume if people of color went to jail the
it. 0 4 0 worked to point out the fallacy of su
Police behavior in white neighborhoods
easy for them. According t o 0 4 0 commu
seemed to do anything they wanted to poor w
ington and nearby Fishtown. One incident i
drove the point home. In September 1970 Ph
and killed Paul Frankenhauser, a young Fisht
the cops responsible were let off with no pen
family contacted 0 4 0 for help. The follow
planned a protest demanding that the city r
tion into his death.16 Community members,
hauser's wife Joann, decided to disrupt one of
heart of the Fishtown neighborhood. The p
protest and members of its Civil Disobedienc
on the scene.17 The Frankenhausers and 0 4 0
ence with Rizzo, at which point the police a
residents shattering the skull of 0 4 0 co-fou
When Whalen pulled up in his taxi, it imme
ambulance and a getaway car. A lawsuit agai
Barrow's beating resulted in a $5,000 settlem
Over the next few years, 0 4 0 expan
address just about every issue likely to build c
improve conditions. A t one point the entir
participated in setting up community self-help
a "Community Health Fair" at the McPherso
drew people from surrounding neighborhoo
for diabetes, glaucoma, anemia and lead poi
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With a growing membership, 0 4 0 also started raising questions
about the bigger context, nationally and internationally. Radical
organizations in the late Sixties and early Seventies, especially those
focused on neighborhood work, were always on the search for ways
to "bring the war home." 0 4 0 knew that protests and preaching
about the ills of U.S. foreign policy would just push residents farther away. With hundreds of locals fighting in Vietnam, the war was
already right at home for them. 0 4 0 ' s Sue Milligan had seen dozens of friends drafted. Some never came back. Others came home
badly injured and psychologically wounded. The local high school
her brothers attended had the highest Vietnam War casualty rate
for a student body in the entire country; fifty-four Thomas Edison
High School students lost their lives in the war. Illustrating the
broader problems with the war meant finding a different approach
from the student movement's mass rallies. During a pair of carpetbombings just before Christmas 1972, B-52 bombers unleashed
thirty bombs over heavily populated sect-ions o f Haiphong and
Hanoi in North Vietnam. Timed just days after the breakdown of
the Paris peace talks between Henry Kissinger and Le Duc Tho,
the "Christmas bombings" -destroyed thirty multiunit residential
buildings in the Kham Thien area and leveled the 900-bed Bach
Mai Hospital, killing twenty-five doctors. Pentagon spokesperson
Jerry Friedman described the destruction as "some limited, accidental damage."18 Columbia University professor and refired general Telford Taylor, who was in Hanoi at the time, vividly described
a very different scene in the New York Times: "Hospital grounds
were torn by huge fresh craters and the buildings that escaped hits
were shattered by blasts . . . with rescue workers carrying patients
piggyback, cranes and bulldozers and people using only their hands
desperately clearing debris to reach victims said to be still buried

city residents showed up to talk to volunteer health providers, get
tests they hadn't been able to afford and lend their voices to 040's
demand for universal health care.
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in the rubble, and the frantic hospital director
building to another."i9
Although the war was never short on atroc
became a powerful symbol for the anti-war mo
dissent far beyond radical circles. In New York,
of seventeen Broadway plays gave up their pa
on's Inauguration Day and contributed the m
tal's reconstruction. Public repulsion was so wi
Internal Revenue Service took the unprecedent
disallowing tax-deductions for any contribution
Emergency Relief Fund.2° 0 4 0 came up with
help. They launched a blood drive, walking doo
ington and Fishtown to recruit donors. The or
to show the world that the workers of Philadel
to the war. At house after house they found sup
of willing participants joined the effort. Many d
rest showed up at the blood bank the followi
among Kensington's more conservative residen
with bombing a hospital.
The blood drive also provided an opportu
the costs of war. Many residents had already ma
Their own local hospitals were in dangerously p
income women regularly received shoddy treat
health care, especially for reproductive health i
and women's issues also emerged as a natural pl
coalitions with activists of color. Through their f
World Women's Alliance, 0 4 0 members learne
about the U.S. government's practice of forcibl
American and Puerto Rican women, as well as
women prisoners. The Third World Women's
a newspaper called Triple Jeopardy dealing wi
racism, poverty and sexism on the lives of lowcolor. After inviting Triple Jeopardy to a meeti
they could support each other, 0 4 0 women fo
coalition with the Puerto Rican Socialist Party t
particular impact on women's lives.21 Their maj
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in a broader cross-section of women's groups focused on improving patient treatment at St. Joseph's hospital in North Philly.
Over the next several years 0 4 0 ' s women's group emerged
as an anchor point for the group's community work. Like Rising
Up Angry, women in 0 4 0 never considered splitting off into a
separate women's group. Instead the group resolved to struggle
together around sexism in the same way they struggled within the
organization around class and within their community around racism. At one point a couple of male members of the steering committee were suspended for sexism, but 040's overall approach was
to educate, discuss and learn together. The 0 4 0 women's group
started organizing regular educational forums for both men and
women on issues like equal pay and reproductive freedom. The
forums also provided a space to uproot sexist attitudes among
members and reinforced the idea—which needed pointing out at
the time—that women are and have always been strong leaders.
With the forums as a model 0 4 0 used ongoing popular education methods to deepen conversations with residents on a range of
issues from city corruption to foreign policy. During one session,
0 4 0 bused Kensington residents to the Main Line suburbs to see
how the rich lived. They made special stops at the homes of nineteen individuals 0 4 0 believed directly oppressed and exploited the
neighborhood, especially landlords and elite industrialists.22 This
simple geographic tour o f the city's political economy focused
people's anger. 0 4 0 understood that in a community the strong
arm of "the boss" isn't always as visible as in the workplace. The
tour showed there were real people reaping real benefits from 0 4 0
members' cycle of poverty. By showing where these landlords and
corporate elites profited in nearby poor Black and Puerto Rican
neighborhoods, the tours also helped residents see common cause
across racial lines. A special issue of the local Kensington News Bulletin provided background information on the nineteen targets,
which the Philadelphia Daily News dubbed, "A handy tabloid-size
directory of Who's Who and Where He Got His."
Knowing where he got his, or how he kept it, mattered like
never before among families devastated by unemployment, record
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inflation and the city's disregard. I t also help
targets. I n one campaign the organization too
unemployed workers' movements of the Thirtie
"office visits" to challenge Philadelphia Energy
for cutting off electricity to families behind in
0 4 0 members accompanied one mother to t
demand her electricity be restored. The single
paid her back debt but couldn't make the extr
charge. As a result of the action,. PECO restor
another incident, city inspectors failed to hold
for a massive sewage backup in the home of a
family. The city's property licensing department
know who owned the house. After two mont
scooping the sewage out with buckets, the fa
legal help. A volunteer lawyer uncovered a chain
and missing city records that could have been r
not weeks. 0 4 0 planned a sit-in to demand the
ken pipe and locate the owner. The day before t
appeared at the home to clean up the waste an
With interventions like these, 0 4 0 did its b
ple's daily reality. Each action earned them new
sixty people served in the organization's core l
point, and about five hundred participated as re
the years. Unfortunately, not every action su
=employment only made things harder for th
phia lost 40,000 jobs between 1971 and 1974,
facturing trades and private construction. When
almost three hundred jobs would open up in S
thousand workers stood outside in the rain to a
of time. Mayor Frank Rizzo had already filled
his supporters and their friends. Many people in
disliked the mayor and the city's machine polit
a big enough base to aim for reelection that y
door promotions to civil service positions were j
offered to his loyal supporters.

Lightning on the East

In the lead-up to his 1974 reelection, Rizzo returned to his
old tricks trying to divide residents in North Philly and Kensington
along racial lines by dedicating himself to blocking the relocation
of Thomas Edison High School. The Vietnam War had devastated
the student body, but the school itself looked like its own kind of
war zone. The school building at 8th and Lehigh—then named
Northeast High School—was declared a fire hazard in 1956. At the
time, city officials responded by redistricting. They opened a new
school in the far Northeast to serveS the city's remaining middleclass families, but they kept the old building open. The city just
gave it a new name and filed in poorer Black, Puerto Rican and
white students from North Philly and Kensington. Because Edison
was the only boys' public school in the area, neighborhood boys
had no choice but to attend Edison High, unless they were fortunate enough to attend Catholic school. The campaign to rebuild
the high school in a new location near Lighthouse Field forced the
issue o f neighborhood unification. Rizzo seized the opportunity
to remind white residents that the new locale would bring Black
and Puerto Rican students closer to the heart of Kensington. 0 4 0
naturally joined parents and students in pressing for the new school
site. When Rizzo's forces asked people in Kensington to call the
governor to voice their concerns about the relocation, three times
as many people called to vote for the new site.
During his second-term campaign Rizzo had to work twice
as hard for Kensington's votes. Many in the neighborhood were
fed up with the regime. I n the months preceding the election,
police harassment of local kids had reached new levels. Cops swept
through the area around Westmoreland and Mascher Streets arresting almost every young person in sight, seemingly without provocation. According to a witness quoted in 040's newspaper, "They
got a paperboy who was collecting on his route, a boy walking his
mother to bingo, kids on errands for their parents, several people
sitting on their front steps, and people hanging in the schoolyard—
forty-seven in all." At one point the cops crammed twenty-one kids
into a single paddy wagon. Kensington residents reacted instinclively; two hundred parents spontaneously blocked an intersection
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at Front and Allegheny to prevent further raids
trated, once again, that the department's brutalit
both sides of the color line. Protests against the
increased and so did Rizzo's tough-guy rhetoric.
had failed at Edison, but he wasn't finished. In
was reelected as mayor, once again drawing his s
ethnic communities in the Northeast, South Phil
to a lesser extent Kensington. He .won, but he s
to do so—three times more than his opponents.2
Frank Rizzo hadn't changed, but some min
and Fishtown had. 0 4 0 built a sense of possib
ers and residents, breaking through the fears th
decades o f scarcity and red baiting. Their ch
cesses, however small, showed an innovative app
ing white communities during a decade of politi
fallout. Their workplace-plus-community appro
the time, and helped demonstrate their messag
unity in practical ways. They supported local w
went on strike and used their newspaper to shar
national groups, such as the United Farm Wor
They celebrated the historic campaign of Mothe
textile workers and stop child labor and they hig
phia's history of progressive populism. In the en
felt like they were a part of something bigger,
what kept many of them in the movement far b
lifetime.
Part o f this broader connection came fro
tion with Rising Up Angry in Chicago and Whit
Bronx. Rising Up Angry's Steve Tappis played t
uniting the three groups. Tappis spent time in b
Bronx working to set up a formal alliance. At th
fewer national forums for neighborhood organize
or collaborate so his attempt was more difficult t
been a few years earlier. The formal alliance ne
much more than moral support, information shar

Lightning on the Easte

At the time, White Lightning was gearing up to take on its own
Golia s in New York. The campaign against Nelson Rockefeller's
dracom d r u g laws was only one side of the coin. On the other,
White Lig i n g was fighting to loosen the grip of heroin on poor
communities i k e their friends in North Chicago and Kensington,
White Lightnin members in the Bronx saw their work as part of a
broader revolutio ary project of long-term neighborhood organizing. They intended b u i l d a permanent base of radicalism among
ethnic whites and reclvering addicts in close collaboration with
-the -Blick and Puerto Ri c o m m u n i t i e s in the South Bronx and
'Harlem.
Only a few years earlier, " . ite Lightning founder Gil Fagiani
was just a face in the crowd at the 9 6 8 Democratic National Convention. Like many in attendance hi .olitics were catalyzed by the
moral cause of civil rights and opposi e n to the War in Vietnam.
Through the chaos o f demonstrations, counter-demonstrations,
police riots and mass arrests unfolding in r o n t o f him, Fagiani
arrived at a much more personal realization, e could no longer
deny he was addicted to heroin. He had travele o the convention
with his fiancée by bus to be part of what he expe e d would be a
defining moment of his generation. He packed a sm 11 amount of
heroin for the journey, but his supply quickly diminishe . While his
comrades faced off with police in a highly publicized str t battle,
Fagiani fought a far more private battle as the turmoil o withdrawal wracked his body.
Fagiani's internal struggle with his upbringing fueled both his
politicization and his addiction. Like many Italian immigrants his
family had followed a path from the city to the suburbs. Originally
raised in the Villa Avenue section of the North Bronx, he moved to
a suburban development in Connecticut when his family received a
Veterans Administration loan. There he first observed the extent to

articles from each other's papers, but the groups' shared analysis
did bolster their sense of purpose.
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which European descendents—many of who
from the working-class—were obsessed with r
tion i i tensified the status anxiety o f Italian A
long b ,en regarded as the least educated, dar
He lean d quickly that past discrimination a
necessaril translate into empathy for groups
worse. Whi Fagiani gravitated toward his m
the civil righ movement, he began to feel d
his community. e wanted out.
Hoping to fi d a career path and some foc
in Pennsylvania i t a r y College. During su
ing his junior year, h joined a Cornell Unive
working with the East a r l e m Tenants Counc
Puerto Rican commum • n a day camp, he at
war demonstration, starte e a d i n g progressiv
and became outraged with t s l u m conditio
In the Thirties, East Harlem d been a ba
the "Red Congressman" Vito M cantonio w
the House of Representatives made m the m
politician in U.S. history. Between 19 a n d 1
a multiracial coalition of Blacks, Puerto e can
championing anti-imperialism abroad and ou
lem residents. By the Sixties, however, most f
American leaders were staunchly conservative.
East Harlem, too, had changed. The neig
Puerto Rican majority after construction bega
public housing in the city. On the face of it,
doing what generations of reformers had dema
to build modern housing. New public housin
to the neighborhood, but as people of color
remaining Italian Americans fled, and the lega
coalition politics dissolved—at least for a whil
exodus and the increasingly conservative tilt o
American population reinforced his estrange
he was developing a keen political eye and a s
the other, becoming more alienated from his c

Lightning on the Ea

